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Year 8 explore fabulous Dickens Christmas Workshop
Year 8 have been enjoying a traditional Dickensian Christmas, by reading A Christmas Carol and exploring the plot and characters 
through a dance workshop on the penultimate day of term with ballerina and choreographer Emily Piercy. She has performed all 
over the world with Matthew Bourne’s company in Swan Lake and works as a choreographer for many opera houses, including 
ROH and Glyndebourne. Her active dance workshop was a perfect end to a busy term for our hardworking Year 8 pupils.

Meet the Hedgehogs!
It was the turn of the pupils in Years 
5 and 6 to receive a visit from 
Henry and Harry, the hedgehogs 
brought along by Graham Bowring 
from Saint Francis Animal Rescue 
charity. 

All of the children loved seeing 
the animals up close and asked 
some brilliant questions about 
the hedgehogs’ habitats and life 
cycles.

Drive in Movies come to LPW
It is always a treat to show a Christmas Movie to the chidren in the Prep 
and the Pre-Prep. This year, the children had great fun making and their 
own ‘cars’ out of cardboard boxes and then ‘motoring in’ to park up and 
watch the film on the big screen in our Drama Studio!

Look out for LPW in the local Herald newspapers and The Argus. Both 
papers are featuring Christmas Nativities in local schools over the next 
couple of weeks. The Argus feature is due out on 16 December!

Year 4 go Greek
The children had an absorbing 
day with the team from ‘Portals to 
the Past’ who introduced them to 
elements of classical life and study 
in an activity-packed programme.

After the challenge of  Archimedes’ 
Stomachion mathematical puzzle, 
they learnt about the birth of 
democracy and  held their own 
democratic vote in class. 

Their brain cells were then put to 
work playing the Greek strategy 
game of Petteia. 

We are so grateful to our wonderful 
LPWA who enable us to put on 
these enrichment activities and 
workshops for our children!

End of Term Christmas Fun

Hats off to Reception!

Christmas Lunches!

Christmas Shows!



Prep Head Teacher Awards
to 11 12 2020

Year 5

Bertie F for crafting a creative and informative presentation about the 
French painter, Henri Matisse, in French

Jessica B
for crafting a creative, very detailed and informative 
presentation about the French painter, Henri Matisse, in 
French

Leila F for crafting a creative and informative presentation about the 
French painter, Henri Matisse, in French

Lucas K for crafting a creative and informative presentation about the 
French painter, Henri Matisse, in French

Oliver E for writing a very detailed and informative presentation about 
the French painter, Henri Matisse, in French

Orson W for crafting a creative and informative presentation about the 
French painter, Henri Matisse, in French

Regan C for crafting a creative and informative presentation about the 
French painter, Henri Matisse, in French

Ruby H
for crafting a creative, very detailed and informative 
presentation about the French painter, Henri Matisse, in 
French

Sebastiaan K
for crafting a creative, very detailed and informative 
presentation about the French painter, Henri Matisse, in 
French

Tianna M
for crafting a creative, very detailed and informative 
presentation about the French painter, Henri Matisse, in 
French

Unaysah K
for crafting a creative, very detailed and informative 
presentation about the French painter, Henri Matisse, in 
French

Year 6

Benjamin B for consistent focus, effort and active participation in French 
lessons

Elliot G for always participating actively in class and using his 
capitalising learning power in French lessons

Florence D
for using her methodical, transferring and focus learning 
powers to deliver consistent excellent work in French this 
term

Franny C for always being focused and using her transferring and 
linking powers in French

Henry B
for using his transferring, linking and capitalising learning 
powers to deliver consistent excellent work in French this 
term

Imogen W
for using her methodical, transferring and focus learning 
powers to deliver consistent excellent work in French this 
term

John H for always being open-minded, inquisitive and adventurous 
in French lessons

Kaylee B for focus, persistence and effort in French this term

Martha M for creating an inspiring project on the previous inhabitant of 
her house for our WW1 soldier stories

Purdey M for being such a persistent and enthusiastic learner on the 
challenging topic ‘telling the time’ in French

William S for always being focused, actively speaking and completing 
at very high standards his activities in French lessons

Year 7

Albie T

for drawing and creating an impressive research project on 
the importance of Moses, and for excellence and for using 
his methodical, linking, capitalising and transferring learning 
powers in French

Amelia G
for crafting a detailed and creative poster on the life of 
Moses, and for being focused, persistent and for using very 
well her capitalising learning power, in French

Amelie K-M
for crafting an ambitious and informative giant poster on the 
life of Moses, and for always being focused and using her 
transferring and linking powers in French

Anna B for always being open-minded, inquisitive and adventurous 
in French lessons

Ava U for always being focused, actively speaking and completing 
very well her activities in French lessons

Joseph C for always being focused and using his transferring and 
linking powers in French.

Misha S for always being focused and using her transferring and 
linking powers in French

LPW 
Be

Kind
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Learning

Year 7 cont

Monty T

for always being focused, open-minded and using his linking, 
capitalising and transferring learning powers in French, and 
for crafting an impressive picture and poster about Moses 
and his life

Sophia B for being focused, persistent and open-minded in French

Year 8

Ava W for independently delving deeper on Christmas traditions in 
France and on the Vendée Globe challenge, in French.

Charlie G for always being focused and using his transferring and 
linking powers in French this term

Freda H-B
for always being focused and persistent in French and for 
being the first participant in a long-term delving deeper 
French challenge

Hugo D
for using his independent, linking, transferring and 
capitalising learning powers to deliver excellent work in 
French this term

Isaac B
for consistently using his transferring, linking, capitalising 
and independent learning powers to deliver excellent work 
in French

Isabella B
for using her methodical, transferring and focus learning 
powers to deliver consistent excellent work in French this 
term

Isobel G for using her methodical, transferring and focus learning 
powers to progress very well in French this term

Rosie J for always being focused and using her transferring and 
linking powers in French this term

BLACK HISTORY MONTH POSTER COMPETITION - YEARS 5 & 6; 7 & 8

YEARS 5 & 6

WINNER: Henry B – Marcus Rashford

RUNNERS-UP: Elizabeth H – Nina Simone
Devon S – Nelson Mandela
Oliver S – MLK

Purdey M – many names

Martha M – Kamala Harris

YEARS 7 & 8

WINNER: Sophia B – Simone Biles

RUNNERS-UP: Harriet B – MLK

Anna B – Mary Seacole

Albie T – Chadwick Boseman

Amelia G – Rosa Parks

Joseph M – Katherine Johnson

Pre-Prep Head Teacher Awards
to 11 12 2020
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Reception

Ava for her amazing shopping list

Jasper for his great creativity

Lana for super reading

Leah for super reading

Matthew for excellent Maths

Oscar for lovely imaginative play

Tilly for her amazing shopping list

Roman for super effort with his drawing

Zara for excellent independence

Year 1

Adelaide for working more independently

Chloe for your super explanations about ‘tens and ones’ in Maths

Clementine for always trying her best

Freddie for his super explanations about ‘tens and ones’ in Maths

Hennie for showing us more of her lovely personality

Isla for using a range of punctuation in her storyboard

Year 2

Amalie for her enthusiasm to succeed in maths

Autumn for sharing her grandad’s book on Shackleton with the class

Ben for his effort and ideas creating his character profile

Cameron for his artwork

Damian for his art of persuasion

Daniel for a super persuasive letter to Sir Ernest Shackleton

Eileen for her self-management

Eithne for her enthusiasm when working independently

Francesca for showing a solid understanding when exchanging money

George for a huge improvement with his handwriting and a great 
persuasive letter to Sir Ernest Shackleton

Hattie for always trying her best, even when something is 
challenging

Jasper for thoroughly enjoying Nature Club

Peaches for her excellent progress with her reading

BLACK HISTORY MONTH POSTER COMPETITION - YEARS 3 & 4

House Points 

The term’s final house point totals show Britons in first place with a close 
contest for the other places! 

Britons  Britons  1,899    Saxons  Saxons  1,440     CeltsCelts  1,431     NormansNormans  1,371          

Prep Head Teacher Awards
to 11 12 2020

Year 3
)
)
)

Beau H         )
)
)
)
)
)

for excellent focus and persistence in his Maths work 
to consistently complete work to the best of his ability 
and to get on to extension task; for using his methodical, 
transferring and focus learning powers to create a wonderful 
bird’s eye view map of the school building; for imaginatively 
coming up with the ‘Antarctic Times’ newspaper to present 
his excellent research for his Geography homework, and
for always being focused, actively speaking and linking 
successfully English to French in French lessons.

)
)

Charlotte McD
)

for using her methodical, transferring and focus learning 
powers to create a wonderful bird’s eye view map of the 
school building, and for always being focused, empathetic 
and collaborative in French lessons

)
)

Felix C          )
)

for great focus while home learning in isolation to produce 
some outstanding Maths work, and for using his capitalising 
and creative skills to produce an excellent big fat quiz of the 
term with a video and a bonus round for the rest of Year 3

Leah M
for using her methodical, transferring and focus learning 
powers to create a wonderful bird’s eye view map of the 
school building

)
)

Skantha N-R  )
)
)

for excellent focus and persistence across all subjects to 
show her absolute best in the quality of her work; for using 
her methodical, transferring and focus learning powers 
to create a wonderful bird’s eye view map of the school 
building, and for always being focused, empathetic and 
collaborative in French lessons

)
)Theo K           )
)

for always participating actively in class and using his 
capitalising learning power in French lessons and for 
transferring his IT skills to produce an excellent big fat quiz 
of the term for Year 3

Vivian B for always being focused, actively speaking and completing 
very well her activities in French lessons

Year 4

Beatrice D for writing a superb poem about colours in French using her 
capitalising, transferring and crafting learning powers

Bella L for great creativity and imagination in recent writing tasks
)

Constance D  )
)

for amazing progress in her Maths scores recently, and for
writing a superb poem about colours in French using her 
capitalising, transferring and crafting learning powers

Faye W for imagination and independence when creating an acrostic 
poem in class

India G for excellent imagination in her writing tasks recently

Jessica W for focus and effort in recent maths work

Max B for working hard to remain organised and coming to lessons 
with all the items needed

Misha M for great bravery and motivation, reading and doing her 
homework even when in hospital!

)
)Riley G           )
)

for always being focused, empathetic and open-minded in 
PSHEE lessons, and for writing a superb poem about colours 
in French using his capitalising, transferring and crafting 
learning powers

Sam E for being much more independent in his recent learning

Sophia A for making big improvements in the quality and quantity of 
her written work

)
)Sophia S        )
)

for writing a superb poem about colours in French using her 
capitalising, transferring and crafting learning powers, and 
for wonderful focus, imagination and inquisitiveness shown 
to create an Ancient Greeks’ poster

Please see overleaf for Years 5 to 8 and Head Teacher Awards for the Poster 
competition
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WINNER:   Beau H – Neil deGrasse Tyson

RUNNERS-UP: Felix C – Lewis Hamilton
   Skantha N-R – Gandhi
   Joshua C – Michael Jordan
   Bea D – Nina Simone
   Sophia S – Nelson Mandela


